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saved one out of it **x. Each year there were numerous
instances of industrious journeymen becoming masters, that
is, working on their own material. The working clothier
needed little capital: his utensils were either home-made
or cheaply bought: and the raw material was readily ob-
tained on credit. As early as the sixteenth century dealers,
or ' chapmen ', resorted to Manchester with wool, " and have
used to credit and trust the poor inhabitants of the same
town, which were not able and had not ready money to pay
in hand for the said yarns, wool and wares, unto such time
the said credits with their industry, labour and pains might
make cloths . . . and sold the same to content and pay their
creditors " 2. This method of credit was one of the reasons
for the survival of the domestic system in Yorkshire, In
the eighteenth century the clothiers who made coarse cloth,
as a rule, paid ready money for their wool, and ' ready
money ' meant a bill at one or two months' date ; but the
fine clothiers, whose material was more expensive, were
given longer credit3. Not only the established clothier but
any young man of good character, starting life on his own,
was allowed credit for his raw material. A contemporary
tells us that he knew " many instances where persons were
not worth one shilling, but from the representation of their
neighbours that they were honest and industrious they
have got credit for any quantity of wool they could
work"4.
The connexion between industry and agriculture was weaving
closer in the North than in the West of England. Some-
times weaving was carried on merely as a by-occupation,
for example, in south Lancashire the weaver is represented
as first and foremost a fanner. According to one account,
" the farming was generally of that kind which was soonest
and most easily performed ; and it was done by the husband
and other males of the family, whilst the wife and daughters
and maid servants, if there were any of the latter, attended
1	Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 182, 210.    He is the prototype of
James Nasmyth, the engineer : cf. the evidence of the latter in The Tenth
Report on Trades Unions (1868), 72.
2	Statutes, iii. 850 (1542).
* Parliamentary Papers (1806), iii. 66. 163.	« Ibid. 447

